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1. INTRODUCTION
We are interested in the existence and uniqueness of solutions to the
equation
f u9 9 q k t f u9 q f t , u , u9 s 0, a - t - b , 1 .  .  .  .  . .
subject to one of the following sets of boundary conditions:
u a s u b s0 Dirichlet 2 .  .  .  .
u9 a s u9 b s 0 Neumann 3 .  .  .  .
u a s u b and u9 a s u9 b Periodic 4 .  .  .  .  .  .
w xHere f : R ª R is an odd increasing homeomorphism, k: a, b ª R, and
w x 2  .  . < < py2f : a, b = R ª R. Equation 1 with f s s s s, where p ) 1, and
 .  .k t s n y 1 rt arises in the study of radial solutions for the p-Laplacian
equation on an annular domain in n dimensions,
< < py2 < < < < < < ndiv =u =u q f x , u , =u s 0, a - x - b , x g R , 5 .  . .
w xand has been studied extensively; see, for instance, 1]4, 6 .
 .In this paper, we shall establish existence results for 1 with each of the
 .  .  .above boundary conditions, 2 , 3 , and 4 under various growth condi-
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 .  n < < 4to 5 on the annulus x g R : a - x - b with Dirichlet boundary condi-
tions with the growth condition on f
< < < < < <f t , u , ¨ F a f u q b f ¨ q g .  .  .
for arbitrary a , b , and g if the outer radius b or the width b y a of the
annulus is sufficiently small. Uniqueness will also be considered. The
w xresults obtained may be considered as extensions of results found in 2, 6 .
Our approach is based on a direct application of the Leray]Schauder
continuation theorem.
2. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS RESULTS
r p 1, p < < 5 5We shall denote the norms in C , L , and W , by ? , ? , andr p
5 5 p p . r rw x 1, p? , respectively. Here L s L a, b , C s C a, b , and W s1, p
1, p .W a, b . We assume throughout that f is an odd, increasing homeo-
w xmorphism on R and that k is a continuous function on a, b with
 . t  .primitive K t s H k s ds.a
w x 2THEOREM 2.1. Let f : a, b = R ª R satisfy the Caratheodory condi-
 .  .tions; i.e., f ?, u, ¨ is measurable for e¨ery u, ¨ g R, f t, ? , ? is continuous
 . 1for a.e. t g a, b , and for e¨ery r ) 0, there exists p g L such thatr
< <f t , u , ¨ F p t .  .r
 . < < < <for a.e. t g 0, 1 and all u, ¨ g R with u F r, ¨ F r. Suppose that
< < w x0 - k F k t F k , t g a, b .0 1
and
< < < < < <f t , u , ¨ F a f u q b f ¨ q g 6 .  .  .  .
 .for a.e. t g a, b and all u, ¨ g R, where k , k , a , b , and g are0 1
nonnegati¨ e constants such that
k0
a q b - .y bya.k11 y e
 .  .Suppose also that b y a F 1. Then the problem 1 ] 2 has a solution.
We need the following:
LEMMA 2.1. For each ¨ g L1, there exists a unique solution u s A¨ of
f u9 9 q k t f u9 s ¨ .  .  . .
7 . u a s 0 s u b .  .
and A: L1 ª C1 is completely continuous.
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 .Proof of Lemma 2.1. Let u be a solution of 7 . Then we have
e K  t .f u9 9 s e K  t .¨ . 8 .  . .
 . w xIntegrating 8 on a, t gives
tyK  t . yK  t . K  s.f u9 t s e f u9 a q e e ¨ ds .  . .  . H
a
and so
st y1 yK  s. yK  s. K t .u t s f e f u9 a q e e ¨ dt ds. .  . .H H
a a
 . y1   ..Since u b s 0 and f is increasing, we have that f u9 a s C, where
C is the unique number such that
sb y1 yK  s. yK  s. K t .f Ce q e e ¨ dt ds s 0. 9 .H H
a a
< < b < K  s. <Note that C - H e ¨ ds. Conversely, ifa
st y1 yK  s. yK  s. K t .u t s f Ce q e e ¨ dt ds, . H H /a a
 .  .where C satisfies 9 , then it is easy to see that u is a solution of 7 . Using
the Ascoli]Arzela theorem, it can be verified that A: L1 ª C1 is com-
pletely continuous and the proof is complete.
 .Proof of Theorem 2.1. Since u is a solution of 1 if and only if
 .  .¨ t s u a q b y t is a solution of
f ¨ 9 9 y k t f ¨ 9 q g t , ¨ , ¨ 9 s 0, .  .  .  . .
 .  .where g t, u, ¨ s f a q b y t, u, y¨ , we can assume that k ) 0. For
each ¨ g C1, let u s B¨ be the solution of
f u9 9 q k t f u9 s N¨ .  .  . . u a s 0 s u b .  .
 .   .  .. 1 1where N¨ t s yf t, ¨ t , ¨ 9 t . Since B s AN, it follows that B: C ª C
is completely continuous. We shall apply the Leray]Schauder continuation
w x 1  .theorem 5 to show that B has a fixed point. Let u g C and l g 0, 1 be
such that u s lBu. Then
u9 u9
f 9 q k t f s yf t , u , u9 10 .  .  . /  / /l l
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< < <  . < w x  . K  t .Let u s u t for some t g a, b , Multiplying 10 by e and inte-0 0 0
w xgrating over t , t gives0
u9 t . tyK  t . K  s.f s ye e f s, u , u9 ds, .H /l t0
 .which implies by 6 that




< < < <u t s u9 F sup u9 s ' d t G t .  .H 0
t t FsFb0
and
eyK  t .t tyK  t . K  s. K  s.e e ds F k s e ds .H Hkt t00 0
1 y eHt0t k s. d s 1 y ey bya.k1
s F ,
k k0 0
 .it follows from 11 that
1 y ey bya.k1
f d F a q b f d q g . .  .  .
k0
From this we may deduce
f d F M , . 1
where M is independent of u and l. Consequently,1
b y1< <u t s u9 F d F f M . 12 .  .  .H0 1
t0
 .  .Combining 11 and 12 , we obtain
tK  t . K  s.< < < <e f u9 t F M q M e f u9 ds , .  . . H2 3
t0
where M and M are constants independent of u and l. This implies, by2 3
Gronwall's inequality,
< <f u9 F M . .0 4
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Thus
< < y1u9 F f M , .0 4
where M is independent of u and l. By the Leray]Schauder continuation4
w x  .  .theorem 5 , B has a fixed point u which is a solution to 1 ] 2 .
From the above proof, we have the following uniqueness result.
THEOREM 2.2. Let f satisfy the Caratheodory conditions and let
< < < < < <f t , u , ¨ F a f u q b f ¨ .  .  .
 .for a.e. t g a, b and all u, ¨ g R, where a , b are nonnegati¨ e constants
satisfying
k0
a q b - .y bya.k11 y e
 .  .Then the problem 1 ] 2 has only the tri¨ ial solution.
 .  .Remark 1. Theorem 2.1 shows that 1 ] 2 has a solution for f satisfy-
 .ing 6 with arbitrary constants a , b , and g , provided k is sufficiently0
w xlarge or b y a is sufficiently small. This complements a recent result 6 , in
 .  .which an existence theorem to 1 ] 2 was established for k ' 0, a s 0,
 . < < py2  .b s 1, f t s t t, p ) 1, f s f t, u continuous and satisfying
f t , u f t , u .  .
l F a t f lim F lim ' b t F l .  .k kq1u u< <u ª`< <u ª`
w xuniformly on 0, 1 , with strict inequality in some subsets of positive
w x  . pmeasure in 0, 1 , where l s jp andj p
ds .py1 rp
p s 2Hp 1rpp0 1 y s r p y 1 . . .
For the Neumann problem, we have:




w x 2Suppose that f : a, b = R ª R is continuous and satisfies
 . <  . <  . <  . < w x qi f t, u, ¨ F f t, u q b f ¨ q g where f : a, b = R ª R is1 1
continuous, b and g are nonnegati¨ e constants.
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 .ii There exists a positi¨ e constant M such that
f t , u , 0 F 0 for u ) M . .
f t , u , 0 G 0 for u - yM. .
 .  .Then the problem 1 ] 3 has a solution.
THEOREM 2.4. Let f satisfy
< < < < py1f x G c x , x g R, . 0
 .where c ) 0, p ) 1. Let f : a, b = R ª R satisfy the Caratheodory condi-0
tions and let a g L1, q - p be such that
 . 1  .i For any e ) 0, there exist b , g g L satisfying f t, u u Fe e
  . . < < p  . < < q  .  .a t q e u q b t u q g t for a.e. t g a, b and all u g R.e e
 .ii
a t .b p pK  t . 1, p< < < <e u9 y u dt ) 0 for u g W , u / 0.H  /ca 0
 .  .Then the problem 1 ] 3 has a solution.
We first establish:
 .LEMMA 2.2. Let e ) 0 and let f satisfy lim f x rx s `. Then forx ª`
each ¨ g L1, the problem
f u9 9 q k t f u9 y e u s ¨ .  .  . .
u9 a s 0 s u9 b 13 .  .  .
has a unique solution u s A¨ . Moreo¨er, A: L1 ª C1 is completely con-
tinuous.
 .Proof of Lemma 2.2. Let u be a solution of 13 . Multiplying the
 . K  t .equation in 13 by e and integrating, we obtain
st y1 yK  s. K t .u t s C q f e e u q ¨ e dt ds 14 .  .  .H H /a a
and
b K  s.e u q ¨ e ds s 0, 15 .  .H
a
 .where C s u a .
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 .  .From 14 and 15 ,
yH b e K  t . H t fy1 eyK  s. H s e u q ¨ e K t . dt ds dt . .a a a
C s b K  s.H e dsa
1 H b ¨e K  s. dsay . 16 .b K  s.e H e dsa
Ä 0 0Conversely, if u is a fixed point of A: C ª C defined by
st y1 yK  s. K t .ÄAu t s C q f e e u q ¨ e dt ds 17 .  .  .H H /a a
Ä .  .with C given by 16 , then u is a solution to 13 . Note that A is
0  .completely continuous. Let u g C and l g 0, 1 be such that
Äu s l Au.
Then
su t . t y1 yK  s. K t .s C q f e e u q ¨ e dt ds. 18 .  .H H /l a a
w xBy the mean value theorem, there exists t g a, b such that0
s b K  s.1 H ¨e dst a0 y1 yK  s. K t .C s y f e e u q ¨ e dt ds y . 19 .  .H H b K  s. / e H e dsa a a
 .  .Combining 18 and 19 , we get
u t . y1 Ä< < 5 5F f e u q ¨ b q C , .0 1 el
b K  s. b K  s. Ä . < < .  . where C s 1re H ¨ e ds r H e ds and b s max 1, b ye a a
. 2 < K < 0a e . Thus
Ä< < < < 5 5f u y C F be u q b ¨ . 20 . .0 0 1e
 .Since lim f x rx s `, there exists C ) 0 such thatx ª` 1
Ä< < < <f u y C G 2be u y C . 21 . .0 0e 1
 .  .From 20 and 21 , we have
Ä 5 5C q b ¨ 11
< <u F , 22 .0 Äbe
completing the existence proof.
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 .Let u and u be two solutions to 13 and let u s u y u . Then1 2 1 2
f u 9 y f uX 9 q k t f uX y f uX y e u s 0 .  .  .  .  . .  .  .1 2 1 2
or
e K  t . f uX y f uX 9 y e e K  t .u s 0. 23 .  .  . . .1 2
 .Multiplying 23 by u and integrating gives
b bX X X XK  t . K  t . 2e f u y f u u y u dt q e e u dt s 0, .  .  . .H H1 2 1 2
a a
and so u s 0.
1 1  .We verify now that A: L ª C is completely continuous. Let ¨ be an n
sequence in L1 such that ¨ ª ¨ in L1, and let u s A¨ , u s A¨ . Thenn n n
we have
e K  t . f uX y f u9 9 y e e K  t . u y u s e K  t . ¨ y ¨ . 24 .  .  .  .  . . .n n n
 .Multiplying 24 by u y u and integrating givesn
b b 2X XK  t . K  t . < <e f u y f u9 u y u9 dt q e e u y u dt .  .  . .H Hn n n
a a
b K  t .s e ¨ y ¨ u y u dt , .  .H n n
a
which implies by Schwarz's inequality that
b b2 22 K  t . K  t .< < < <e e u y u dt F e ¨ y ¨ dt ,H Hn n
a a
and so
5 5u y u ª 0. 25 .2n
Since
tX y1 yK  t . K t .u t s f e e u q ¨ e dt , .  .Hn n n /a
 .it follows from 25 that
< X <u y u9 ª 0,0n
 .which, together with 25 , implies
< <u y u ª 01n
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1  .  .i.e., A is continuous. Let K be a bounded subset in L . By 22 , A K is
0  .  .bounded in C . From this and 17 , we conclude that A K is bounded in
1   ..   .4 0C , and A K 9 s u9: u g A K is equicontinuous on C , and the proof
is complete.
Proof of Theorem 2.3. For each ¨ g C1, let u s A¨ be the solution of
f u9 9 q k t f u9 y e u s yf t , ¨ , ¨ 9 y e ¨ . .  .  .  . .
u9 a s 0 s u9 b . .  .
By Lemma 2.2, A: C1 ª C1 is completely continuous. Let u g C1 and
 .l g 0, 1 be such that u s l Au. Then we have
9u9 u9 u
f q k t f s e y u y f t , u , u9 . 26 .  .  . / /  / /l l l
< <  . w x  .Let u s u t for some t g a, b . Then u9 t s 0 and0 0 0 0
9u9 u9 t .0
f t q k t f F 0. .  .0 /  / /l l
 .If u t ) M, then0
u t .0
e y u t y f t , u t , 0 ) 0, .  . .0 0 /l
< < < <  .a contradiction. So u - M. If u s yu t , then by a similar argument,0 0 0
 . < <  . K  t .we have u t ) yM or u - M. Multiplying 26 by e and integrat-00
ing, we obtain
< <u9 t 1 . t tK  t . K  s. K  s.< < < <e f F e y 1 e u ds q e f s, u , u9 ds, .H H / /l l a a
27 .
since f is odd. Now
< <u9 t .
K  t .e f  /l
e t t tK  s. K  s. K  s.< < < < < <F e u ds q e f s, u ds q b e f u9 ds .  .H H H1l a a a
t K  s. < <F c q b e f u9 ds, .H1
a
where c is independent of u and l. By Gronwall's inequality,1
< <u9 t c . 2K  t .e f F . /l l
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< <  .Since u - M and lim f x rx s `, this implies that0 x ª`
< <u F c ,1 3
where c is independent of u and l and Theorem 2.3 is proved.3
Proof of Theorem 2.4. Let A be the operator defined in the proof of
0  .Theorem 2.3. Let u g C and l g 0, 1 be such that u s l Au. Then
9u9 u
K  t . K  t . K  t .e f s e y u e y e f t , u 28 .  . / / /l l
 .Multiplying 28 by u and integrating gives
u9 u2b b bK  t . 2 K  t . K  t .e f u9 dt s ye y u e dt q e f t , u u dt , .H H H /  /l la a a
 .which implies by i that
b b bp p qK  t . K  t . K  t .< < < < < <c e u9 dt F e a t q e u dt q e b t u dt .  . .H H H0 e
a a a
b K  t .< <q g t e dt 29 .  .H e
a
for each e ) 0. Let e ) 0 be such that
a t .b bp p p pK  t . K  t .< < < < < < < <e u9 y u dt G e e u q u9 dt. .H H /ca a0
 .  .Note that e exists, by ii . Choose 0 - e - c e in 28 , we then obtain0




b p pK  t .< < 5 5 < < < <u F C u F C e u q u9 dt .0 1, p H /a
and q - p, it follows that
b p pK  t . < < < <e u q u9 dt F C , .H 2
a
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where C is independent of u and l. Consequently,2
5 5 < K < 0u F C e1, p 2
and
< < < K < 0u F CC e ,0 2
completing the proof of Theorem 2.4.
w x  .  .Remark 2. In 2 , an existence theorem for 1 ] 3 was proved for
 .  2 .k s 0, f t s a t t where a: R ª R is continuous and
t2 a t dt is convex, .H
0
< < py2  2 . < < py2C t q C F a t F C q C t , where C , C ) 0, C , C G 0, f0 1 2 3 0 3 1 2
 .  .satisfying i and ii with q s p y 1. Thus Theorem 2.3 contains the
w xcorresponding result in 2 as a special case.
For the periodic boundary value problem, we have:
THEOREM 2.5. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.3, the problem
 .  .1 ] 4 has a solution.
The following lemma will be needed.
 .LEMMA 2.3. Let e ) 0 and let lim f x rx s `. Then for eachx ª`
¨ g C 0, the problem
f u9 9qk t f u9 y e us¨ .  .  . .
30 .
u 0 su 1 , u 0 su9 1 .  .  .  .
has a unique solution u s A¨ , and A: C 0 ª C1 is completely continuous.
 . K  t .Proof of Lemma 2.3. Multiplying the equation in 30 by e and
integrating gives
e K  t .f u9 9 s e u q ¨ e K  t . 31 .  .  . .
or
st y1 yK  s. K t .u t s u a q f e f u9 a q e u q ¨ e dt ds. .  .  .  . .H H /a a
32 .
 .  .   ..Since u a s u b , it follows that f u9 a s C, where C is the number
such that
b ty1 yK  t . K t .f e C q e u q ¨ e dt dt s 0. 33 .  .H H /a a
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 .Integrating 31 gives
bK b. K  s.e y 1 C s e u q ¨ e ds, 34 .  .  .H
a
 .which implies, by 32 , that
C e K b. y 1 y H b ¨e K  t . dt y e H b e K  t . H t fy1 . a a a
yK  s. s K t .e C q H e u q ¨ e dt ds dt . .a
u a s ' C . 35 .  .1b K  t .e H e dta
Define A: C 0 ª C 0 by
t ty1 yK  s. K t .ÄAu t s C q f e C q e u q ¨ e dt ds, .  .H H1  /a a
 .  .where C and C are given by 33 and 35 , respectively. Then u is a1
Ä .solution of 30 if and only if u is a fixed point of A. Proceeding as in the
Äproof of Lemma 2.2, it follows that A has a fixed point u. Next, let u and1
 .u be two solutions of 30 and let u s u y u . Then u satisfies2 1 2
f uX y f uX 9 q K t f uX y f uX s e u. 36 .  .  .  .  .  . .  .1 2 1 2
< <  . w .  .Let u s u t ) 0, t g a, b . Then u9 t s 0. Choose T ) t such0 0 0 0 0 0
 . w .  .  . K  t .that u t ) 0 for t g t , T and u9 T F 0. Multiplying 36 by e and0 0 0
w xintegrating on t , T gives0 0
T0X XK  t . K  t .0 G e f u T y f u T s e ue dt ) 0, .  . .  . . H1 0 2 0
t0
a contradiction, and uniqueness is proved. We verify now that A: C 0 ª C1
is completely continuous. Let K be a bounded set in C 0, then we have as
 . 1in the proof of Lemma 2.2 that A K is relatively compact in C . Let
 . 0 0¨ ; C be such that ¨ ª ¨ in C and let u s A¨ , u s Au. Thenn n n n n
f uX y f u9 9 q k t f uX y f u9 y e u y u s ¨ y ¨ . .  .  .  .  .  . .  .n n n n
37 .
 .   X .  ..Multiplying 37 by f u y f u9 9 and integrating givesn
b b2X X Xf u y f u9 9 dt q e f u y f u9 u y u9 dt .  .  .  .  . .  .H Hn n n
a a
b Xs ¨ y ¨ f u y f u9 9 dt. .  .  . .H n n
a
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 . 1  .   X .  ..Since u is bounded in C , it follows from 37 that f u y f u9 9 isn n
bounded in C 0, which implies that
b X¨ y ¨ f u y f u9 9 dt ª 0. .  .  . .H n n
a
Thus
b 2Xf u y f u9 9 dt ª 0, .  . .H n
a
and
Xf u y f u9 ª 0 38 .  .  .n 0
 .  .follows by the mean value theorem. From 37 and 38 , we have
b
u y u dt ª 0, 39 .  .H n
a
 .which, together with 38 , implies that
< <u y u ª 0;1n
i.e., A is continuous, completing the proof of Lemma 2.3.
The proof of Theorem 2.5 is essentially the same as that of Theorem 2.3,
by using Lemma 2.3, and so is omitted.
w xRemark 3. In Theorem 4.4 of 2 , an existence theorem for the problem
< < py2u9 u9 9 q f t , u , u9 s y t .  . .
u 0 s u 1 , u9 0 s u9 1 .  .  .  .
 .was established for f satisfying i of Theorem 2.4 with b - p wherep
ds .py1 rp
p s 2 ,Hp 1rpp0 1 y s r p y 1 . .
 . 2 .  .  .  .  .f t, u, u9 u - 0 for u g C 0, 1 with u 0 s u 1 , u9 0 s u9 1 , and
<  . < w x 1u t ) M ) 0, t g 0, 1 , and H y s 0. Thus Theorem 2.5 contains Theo-0
w xrem 4.4 in 2 for the case where y s 0.
For uniqueness, we have:
w x 2  .THEOREM 2.6. Let f : a, b = R ª R be continuous and let f t, u, c be
w x  .decreasing in u for each t g a, b and c g R. Then the problem 1 with
 .  .  .either 2 , 3 , or 4 has almost one solution.
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 .Proof of Theorem 2.6. Let u and ¨ be two solutions of 1 with one of
 .  .  .the boundary conditions 2 , 3 , or 4 . Let w s u y ¨ . Then we have
f u9 y f ¨ 9 9 q k t f u9 y f ¨ 9 .  .  .  .  . .  .
q f t , u , u9 y f t , ¨ , ¨ 9 s 0. 40 .  .  .
< <  . w .  .Suppose that w s w t ) 0 for some t g a, b . Then w9 t s 0 and0 0 0 0
 .by 40 ,
f u9 y f ¨ 9 9 t ) 0. .  .  . . 0
  .  ..  . w xChoose t ) t such that f u9 y f ¨ 9 9 t ) 0 for t g t , t and1 0 0 1
 .w9 t F 0. It follows that1
t10 - f u9 y f ¨ 9 9 dt s f u9 t y f ¨ 9 t F 0, .  .  .  . .  .  .H 1 1
t0
a contradiction.
Suppose now that t s b and that the Neumann conditions hold. Choose0
  .  ..  . w x  .t - b such that f u9 y f ¨ 9 9 t ) 0 for t g t , b and w9 t G 0.1 1 1
Then
b
0 - f u9 y f ¨ 9 9 dt s f ¨ 9 t y f u9 t F 0, .  .  .  . .  .  .H 1 1
t1
a contradiction, and Theorem 2.6 is proved.
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